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The goal of the present study was to gain a better understanding of the selectivity of
processes over multifunctional catalysts exhibiting diversity of operating active sites. The
concept is that the concurrent performance of different types of active sites may provoke
effects on the process selectivity comparable to the effects resulting from the kinetic
regularities and activation energies of the occurring reactions. Accordingly, in the kinetic
model the authors introduce specific parameters reflecting the contribution of distinct
types of active sites, facilitating different reaction routes. Reasons are adduced how
suchlike parameters serve to account the impact of various reaction routes occurring on
different types of sites. The suggested approach links the deactivation-caused selectivity
changes to dissimilarities in the vulnerability of different types of active sites. This work
relates the probabilities for action of different types of sites to the size of active-phase
islands. Various reaction mechanism patterns are modeled to examine relevant selec-
tivity effects.

© 2017 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The authors dedicate this study to the series of pioneer
works of Gault and colleagues concerning the correlation
between the diversity of the active sites operating and the
varieties of reaction mechanisms observed on some cata-
lyst surfaces (see, e.g., Refs. [1e9]). The concepts developed
by Gault and colleagues with account of the Ledoux clas-
sification [10] maintain the idea that specific groups of re-
action mechanisms are associated with distinct types of
active sites. These concepts have withstood for more than
three decades the test of time and new findings and are
relevant to the present state of knowledge.
d by Elsevier Masson SAS. A
It is well recognized nowadays by lots of distinguished
researchers (see, e.g., Refs. [11e16]) that active sites
differing in coordination, nature, configuration, location,
and physicochemical and adsorption properties may
participate in the operation of multifunctional catalysts.
The differences may influence the catalytic properties and
thus selectivity to various reaction routes. At the same time,
usually the regularities describing the reaction rates along
the different routes are by tacit consent derived by applying
the concept of ideal adsorbed layer. Practically, it is
acknowledged that such essential simplifications of this
concept as homogeneity of the adsorption properties of the
catalyst surface, equivalence of active sites, negligibility of
electronic effects, absence of lateral interactions are not
precise in many cases of heterogeneous catalytic processes.
Nonetheless, the model is routinely applied, because the
kinetic problems to be solved become much more difficult
if any of its simplifications is removed. On the other hand,
ll rights reserved.
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in certain circumstances it is of importance both theoreti-
cally and for practical purposes some of the effects, which
are neglected by its limitations, are to be taken into account
in the process description. The approaches addressed to
move beyond the ideal adsorbed layer frames are scarce
and seek for the possibility of removing only one or two of
its simplifications, for the sake of solubility of the resulting
set of equations and lucidity in the result interpretation.
The choice of the simplifications to be removed naturally
depends on the concrete catalytic system and the problems
brought into focus.

The problems linked to the participation of active sites
differing in coordination, configuration, adsorption, and
catalytic properties in the performance of multifunctional
catalysts gain in actuality in view of the wide application of
such catalysts in reforming, dehydrogenation, hydro-
desulfurization, hydrodenitrogenation (HDN), and other
industrial processes. Adsorption nonuniformity of the
catalyst surface may provoke effects, which can hardly be
explained within the frames of ideal adsorbed layer. Actu-
ally, various experimental data are in good agreement with
kinetic models assuming the contribution of active sites of
unequal adsorption activity. Such an approach applied for
modeling the catalytic combustion of p-xylene over Pd
catalysts gave us the opportunity of elucidating the regu-
larities following from the experimental data and of better
understanding the peculiarities of the catalyst deactivation
including its reversibility under the influence of the reac-
tant atmosphere [17]. Another essential point of concern is
the mode of adsorption, which can be realized on active
sites of different configuration. Thus, it is believed for the
case of hydrotreating processes that depending on the
configuration of the adsorbed form (e.g., vertical or planar,
via heteroatom or via benzoic ring, etc.), various routes of
the reaction network may be facilitated [13,18e26]. Perti-
nently the mode of adsorption may condition specific
selectivity effects.

The dispersion of the active phase of supported catalysts
in the form of nanosized islands conditions diversity in the
properties of active sites depending on their location, co-
ordination, and structure. Consequently, the populations of
internal and interfacial active sites, appreciably differing in
coordination, become comparable. It is reasonable to
consider the diversities in the coordination and behavior of
internal, edge, corner [3e5,8,9], and valley anion vacancies
[18]. This is particularly significant for processes the reac-
tion network of which involves structure-insensitive re-
actions (facilitated by a single active metal atom [27e31])
and structure-sensitive routes facilitated by catalytic clus-
tersdensembles of adjacent active atoms constructing
multicentered adsorption sites [18e23,27e40]. The finite
number of activemetal surface atoms comprisedwithin the
active-phase islands may restrain the population of such
active sites. Occurrence of structure-sensitive reactions
may thus be predetermined by the sizes of the structures
containing the active component. The consequences
following from the structure sensitivity or insensitivity of
the concurrent routes exercise reciprocal effects on the
process selectivity, but these effects are hardly reflected in
the functions applied to predict the selectivity. On this ac-
count, appropriate models are necessary to reflect the
specificity of complex reaction systems. Various models
have been suggested to relate the catalyst action with the
properties of internal and interfacial active sites with due
understanding that edge active sites exhibit unique activity
and free energy characteristics [3,5,8,9,41,42]. The models
developed by Gault and colleagues take their rightful place
in this field. Exploring the behavior of several processes on
nonuniform catalysts, Murzin [43e45] adduced factual ar-
guments about the influence of the active-phase nano-
structures on the reaction kinetics. Until now, however,
kinetic analysis of processes realized with the participation
of different types of active sites is far from sufficient.

The aim of this study was to gain a better understanding
of some linked aspects of the selectivity of complex pro-
cesses occurring on supported multifunctional catalysts.
The approach suggested is associated with the necessity to
consider (1) the nanostructure character of the active
phase and (2) the participation of active sites differing in
coordination, configuration, adsorption, and catalytic
properties in the performance of multifunctional hetero-
geneous catalysts. To avoid additional complexity of the
mathematic solutions at the present level of the approach,
we skip from consideration of the electronic effects and
lateral interactions.

2. Approach

In Refs. [17,47e51], we suggested an approach providing
away to consider the participation of several types of active
sites in the operation of heterogeneous catalysts. For
avoiding contradiction with the LangmuireHinshelwood
kinetics, this approach assumes that in case n types of
active sites participate in the catalytic performance, the
catalyst surface can be modeled as consisting of n coexist-
ing ideal adsorbed layers, each of which can be specified by
own intrinsic characteristics. The function of current over-
all catalyst activity a(t) can be presented as a vector sum of
the individual activity functions ðajÞ associated with the
action of the particular active site types:

aðtÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1

ajðtÞ (1)

Furthermore, we consider the fact that the active phase
dispersed on the carrier often constitutes nanosized frag-
mentations comprising a finite number of active metal
surface atoms. To avoid misunderstanding in the further, so
far as these fragmentations are called by different authors
“particles”, “clusters”, “islands”, and so forth, it is worth
itemizing some of the notions and terms used in this study.
We shall designate the aforementioned fragmentations as
“active-phase islands”. The term of “catalytic cluster”
specifies an ensemble of several (viz. M in number) prox-
imal active surface atoms properly located to facilitate a
structure-sensitive reaction [32e34].

In Ref. [46], we developed an approach accounting the
population of catalytic clusters within the active-phase
nanostructures and explored the relation of the size of
active-phase islands with the probabilities for action of
multisite active centers facilitating structure-sensitive re-
actions. The goal of this study was to extend the approach
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suggested in Ref. [46] in view of revealing resources for a
better understanding and more adequate modeling of the
selectivity of complex processes facilitated by multifunc-
tional catalysts.

In association with the selectivity problems, which are
under concern in this study, our approach makes the
following allowance. Contrary to processes over uniform
catalytic surfaces for which selectivity is principally deter-
mined by the ratio of the reaction rates represented as
functions of the kinetic regularities and the activation en-
ergies of the proceeding reactions, the selectivity of pro-
cesses occurring over multifunctional catalysts may along
with that be a function of the impact of the different types
of active sites operating. Such effects may enhance under
conditions of catalyst deactivation, especially if the deac-
tivating agent affects in a different way and extent the
population of the distinct types of sites. It is to the point to
recall the arguments adduced by Gault and colleagues [3
e5,8,9] that modifications of the metal surface and
poisoning [5] may change the relative amounts of distinct
types of sites and accordingly the process mechanism and
selectivityda conclusion supported by the experimental
data reported in these works. To consider the aforemen-
tioned specificity of reactions over multifunctional cata-
lysts, we have suggested [48e51] the selectivity description
to reflect the current activity ðajÞ toward the jth reaction
route as follows:

SD ¼ k0D expð � ED=RTÞfD
�
P1; P2;…; Pq; T

�ðaDÞP
n

n
k0j exp

�� Ej
�
RT

�
fj
�
P1; P2;…; Pq; T

��
aj
�o (2)

The finite number of surface atoms of the active metal
contained within a nanostructured active-phase island is a
factor giving rise to additional problems concerning the
reaction kinetics and selectivity (see Refs. [1,7e9]), espe-
cially when some of the reactions are structure sensitive. As
these reactions are facilitative by multicentered catalytic
clusters, there appears the question about the population of
proper catalytic clusters within the small-sized active-
phase islands and the evolution of the probabilities for their
existence in the course of accompanying coke formation
reactions. In Ref. [46], we adduced reasons based on cal-
culus analysis that much before coke deposits block the
whole of active sites contained within the active-phase
island, the coke species may either terminate the action
of partially coke-covered cluster configurations or reduce
the capability of certain active metal atoms to construct
multicentered active configurations. Thus coke species may
terminate the chances for existence of multisite active
centers facilitating structure-sensitive reactions, whereas
single sites, which have been constituents of partially
blocked cluster configurations, may continue their catalytic
action by facilitating structure-insensitive reactions. On
this account, related selectivity effects may be expected. In
this study, we shall further develop this topic.
3. Model considerations

The model deals with processes occurring on supported
multifunctional catalysts, the active phase of which is
dispersed on the carrier in the form of nanosized islands.
Three types of sites are envisaged to operate: (1) single
active metal atoms located inside the islands (designated
further as Z-type sites); (2) active sites located on the
interface active phase/support (designated as Y-type sites);
and (3) catalytic clusters involving a certain number (M) of
neighboring active metal atoms in a proper configuration
(designated as X-type sites). Catalytic clusters involving
different number of single surface atoms are classified as
different types of active sites. Actually, the Z-type sites are
the same distinguished by Gault as A sites; the Y-type sites
coincide to a great extent with the B-type sites specified in
Refs. [3,8,9] with the difference that we have integrated as
Y-type the edge and corner atoms, by reason of the ne-
cessity to consider as a third (X-type) group the multisite
active ensembles promoting structure-sensitive reactions.
Accordingly, we define the variables NZ, NY, and NX, which
designate the actual number of correspondent sites per
active-phase island. The approach assumes that the active
sites of different types facilitate different reaction steps that
are determining for different reaction routes. Consequently,
the availability of sites of a particular type is a factor
influencing the selectivity.

The variables relevant to the fresh catalyst will be
marked by 0 superscripts. N0 designates the number of
active surface atoms comprised within an active-phase is-
land. By geometric reasons, the initial number N0

Z of Z-type
sites can be assumed proportional to the island area; the
initial number N0

Y of Y-type sites can in turn be assumed
proportional to the active-island perimeter.

The use of such approach in our work [47] proved
fruitful adequately to describe and interpret the peculiar-
ities observed in the performance of isobutane dehydro-
genation over promoted and unpromoted Pt catalysts. The
relations following from the postulated model considering
the participation of the aforementioned three types of
active sites coincided with the regularities established from
experimental data. Beyond that, its assumptions served to
explain important appearing peculiarities of the investi-
gated catalytic systems, such as the experimentally
observed stepwise character of the deactivation kinetics
and promoter-provoked effects. This gives the reason to
expect that such an approach may be helpful in exploring
the peculiarities of similar systems that overflow the re-
strictions of ideal adsorbed layer.

When modeling the active site decrease in the course of
coking, we assume that coke precursors formed inside
active-phase islands realize fast migration to the island
boundaries with possible overlap onto the support. It is
useful to highlight in this regard that interaction with
hydrogen from the gas phase or surface collisions with
adsorbed hydrogen forms may discontinue the process of
coke formation from the precursors. Accordingly, in Ref.
[47] we have modeled such a development by incorpo-
rating in the regularity for coke formation a distinct term
accounting for the impact of steps terminating the coke
formation pathway. More detailed information on this
point can be found in the original study [47]. To reflect the
arguments advanced by some researchers [52e54] that the
overlap of coke may cause a coke tolerance effect, we
introduce the stepwise function fthðNcÞ:
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fthðNcÞ ¼ 0 for Nc <Ncrit
c (3a)

fthðNcÞ ¼ 1 for Nc � Ncrit
c (3b)

where Ncrit
c denotes the critical number of coke-covered

active sites below which the coke tolerance effect can be
expected. Under the assumption that the number ðNcÞ of
surface sites blocked by coke or tightly adsorbed species is
the key deactivation-responsible factor, the decrease in
single active sites can be considered to be proportional to
the increase in Nc:

�dNZ ¼ kZfthðNcÞ dNc (4)

�dNY ¼ kYfthðNcÞ dNc (5)

In Ref. [46], we reported arguments that the potential
number NX of catalytic clusters constituted by (M) active
metal surface atoms depends on the concrete value of (M),
on the number N of single sites within the active-phase
island, and on the probability ðmMÞ that M active metal
atoms are properly located:

NXf
1
M

ðmMÞN (6)

When modeling the coke-caused changes in the popu-
lation of active catalytic clusters, it is important to take into
account the potential alterations of the mM term, as the
probability mM may estimably change on increasing the
number of blocked sites:

�dNX ¼ kX
1
M

�
mM

dN
dNc

þ N
dmM

dNc

�
dNc (7)

The relation (7) actually describes the modification of the
catalyst activity for structure-sensitive reactions taking
place via complex multisite surface intermediates. The
formation of these intermediates is related to the proba-
bility mM for availability of the necessary (M) sites in
convenient configuration. When the change in this proba-
bility in the course of coking ðvmM=vNcÞ is not negligible,
this may result in coincident effects on the selectivity.

When modeling the coke-caused loss of active sites, we
presume that coke build takes place by successive inte-
gration of surface forms adsorbed on catalytic clusters (X-
type sites).

We hold that it is reasonable to include into the selec-
tivity description particular parameters reflecting the
contribution of the distinct types of sites to the various
reaction routes of reactions proceeding on multifunctional
catalysts. Thus, if we assume that the catalytic performance
is realized through the contribution of three types of active
sites (e.g., Z, Y, and X types) and that one of these site types
facilitates the reaction route resulting in the target product
D, according to Eq. (2) the selectivity SD is described by use
of the expression as follows:
SD ¼
k0D exp

�
� EðDÞ

act

.
RT

�
fD
�
P1P

k0jZ exp
�
� EðZÞ

j

.
RT

�
f Zj
�
Pq; T

�ðaZÞ þ
P

k0jY exp
�
� EðYÞ

j

.
RT
Here, EðDÞact stands for the activation energy of the target
reaction; EðZÞj , EðYÞj , and EðXÞj denote the activation energies of
the reactions facilitated, respectively, by the active sites of
Z, Y, or X type; aZ, aY, and aX stand for the corresponding
activity functions. By f Zj ðPq; TÞ, f Yj ðPq; TÞ, f Xj ðPq; TÞ, we denote
the kinetic expressions determining the resulting reaction
rate along the jth route considered as a sum of the rates in
forward and backward direction, in case of reversibility.
The variables ðP1; P2;…; PqÞ stand for the current partial
pressures of the reactants. Each of these concentrations
appears as a function of the proceeding interactions,
regardless of parallel or consecutive to each other, and for
this reason the overall regularity Eq. (8) reflects the
intrinsic process selectivity irrespective of the particular
mechanistic peculiarities. The “D” index in the numerator
matches with “Z”, “Y”, or “X” subscript, depending on the
target reactionmechanism. Each of the “individual activity”
functions az, aY, and ax may be considered proportional to
the current fraction of active sites of the corresponding
type:

aZfNZ

.
N0

Z ; aYfNY

.
N0

Y; aXfNX

.
N0

X (9)

When estimating the number NX of acting catalytic
clusters, it is of importance to consider the impact of the
probability function mM . The key point is that the proba-
bility mM may decline in different modes under the action of
coke growth and thus cause different effects on the selec-
tivity for the structure-insensitive and structure-sensitive
reactions.

We find it reasonable to put to discussion the following
idea. When the different routes of a complex reaction
network are facilitated by different types of active sites (viz.
internal sites, interface sites, and catalytic clusters), specific
parameters reflecting the contribution of the distinct types
of sites are to be included in the kinetic model. The intro-
duction of such parameters may turn instrumental for
considering the additional factors influencing the selec-
tivity of such systems. It is appropriate at this point to note
the assumption of Gault and colleagues [3e5,8,9] that the
selectivity of heterogeneous catalytic processes may to a
great extent depend on the structure of the catalyst surface
and the relevant availability of distinct types of sites pro-
moting different mechanisms. We believe that introducing
the parameters defined in the following paragraph appears
a contribution to the mathematical description of this
concept.

Preliminarily let us designate suchlike parameters by xk.
Concerning the model developed in this study, three
distinct parameters of that sort can be specifieddviz. xz, xY,
and xX. We assume that these parameters reflect the
probability of realizing the reaction performance, respec-
tively, via the Z, Y, or X types of sites. As a first approxi-
mation, it can be assumed that the parameters xz, xY, and xX
are proportional to the ratio between the number of the
; P2;…; Pq; T
�ðaDÞ�

f Yj
�
Pq; T

�ðaYÞ þP
k0jX exp

�
� EðXÞ

j

.
RT

�
f Xj
�
Pq; T

�ðaXÞ (8)
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sites of relevant type and the total number Nact of all active
sites available on a particular active-phase island:

xZfNZ=Nact; xYfNY=Nact; xXfNX=Nact (10)

With consideration of these parameters, the selectivity
relation (8) takes the form:
SD ¼
k0D exp

�
� EðDÞ

act

.
RT

�
fD
�
P1; P2;…; Pq; T

�ðaDxDÞP
k0jZ exp

�
� EðZÞ

j

.
RT

�
f Zj
�
Pq; T

�ðaZxZÞ þP
k0jY exp

�
� EðYÞ

j

.
RT

�
f Yj
�
Pq; T

�ðaYxYÞ þP
k0jX exp

�
� EðXÞ

j

.
RT

�
f Xj
�
Pq; T

�ðaXxXÞ
(11)
In the further treatment, we shall put to analysis also the
case, when the reaction network includes two structure-
sensitive reactions facilitated by catalytic clusters of
different structure (constituted by two or six active surface
atoms, by way of example). In that case, it appears appro-
priate to apply the following selectivity dependency:
SD ¼
k0D exp

�
� EðDÞ

act

.
RT

�
fD
�
P1; P2;…; Pq; T

�ðaDxDÞ
k0Z exp

�
� EðZÞ

act

.
RT

�
f Z
�
Pq; T

�ðaZxZÞ þ k0Y exp
�
� EðYÞ

act

.
RT

�
f Y
�
Pq; T

�ðaYxYÞ þ k0X2 exp
�
� EðX2Þ

act

.
RT

�
f X2

�
Pq; T

�ðaX2xX2Þ þ k0X6 exp
�
� EðX6Þ

act

.
RT

�
f X6

�
Pq; T

�ðaX6xX6Þ
(12)
The algorithms developed, by use of which we have
simulated the proceeding of different reactions over
various catalyst patterns, apply some of the principles and
considerations of the probability calculus in view of the
expedience to associate the catalyst activity for structure-
sensitive reactions with the chances for availability of
appropriate catalytic clusters.

When deriving the pattern set of models, the following
parameters characterizing a given catalytic system have
been considered:

� The number (M) of single active sites constituent of a
catalytic cluster facilitating a structure-sensitive reac-
tion. By way of example, the cases of M ¼ 2, M ¼ 3,
M ¼ 4, and M ¼ 6 are considered.

� The catalyst surface lattice. We shall inspect {111} and
{100} facets, which are often considered as typical for
the surfaces of supported catalysts. In sober fact, the
most active catalyst surfaces are stepped, the facets of
the steps being characterized by various crystallo-
graphic lattices. We include in the further analysis only
{111} and {100} facets for the sake of simplicity in
manifesting the suggested approach. In case of necessity
to analyze other concrete lattice facets or their combi-
nations, the approach may be applied with appropriate
arithmetic modifications concerning the geometric
features of the concrete lattice.
� The average number (b) of single active atoms
comprised within the edge of an active-phase island.
The initial number N0 of active metal atoms contained
within the island depends on the value of b and on the
geometry of the crystallographic lattice.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Sites of distinct types and selectivity parameters on the
fresh catalyst

Naturally, the fractions of internal and interface sites
depend on the lattice, geometrics of the island (assumed to
be hexagonal for the case of {111} lattice and quadratic at
{100} lattice), distance between the active metal surface
atoms, and on their number (b) per island edge.

In the case of {100} lattice, the active-phase islandswere
modeled as flat textures of quadratic form. If we denote by
b the number of active metal atoms incorporated within an
edge, the number of interfacial single sites will be N0

Y ¼ 4b,
four of which are specified as corner sites, the remaining
(N0

Y � 4) as edge sites:

N0
Y ¼ 4b ¼ Ncorner þ Nedge; Ncorner ¼ 4; Nedge ¼ 4b� 4

(13)

The potential initial number N0
Z of internal single sites

can be estimated from the relation

N0
Z ¼ N0 � N0

Y ¼ bconv

�
b2 � 4b

�
(14)

The coefficient bconv accounts for the influence of the con-
vexity of the catalyst grains. For the sake of simplicity of our
calculations, we assume that bconv ¼ 1.

In conformity with Eq. (6), we can estimate the potential
number of X-type active sites on the fresh catalyst
dispersed on {100} lattice as follows:

N0
Xf

1
M

�
m0
M

�
N0 ¼ 1

M

�
m0
M

�
b2 (15)
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The simulation performed on this basis served to assess the
potential number of catalytic clusters constructed by two
(M ¼ 2), three (M ¼ 3), four (M ¼ 4), or six (M ¼ 6)
neighboring active metal atoms, at values of b equal to 10,
16, 24, and 32.

As consistent with Eq. (10), we get about the initial
values of the selectivity parameters:

x0Y ¼ N0
Y

.
N0

act ¼ 4b
�
b2 ¼ 4=b (16a)

x0Z ¼ N0
Z

.
N0 ¼ �

b2 � 4b
��

b2 ¼ 1� 4=b (16b)

The selectivity parameters inherent in the cases of re-
actions facilitated by X-type active sites follow more com-
plex dependencies related to the actual value of the
probability parameter mM.

x0X ¼ N0
X

.
N0

actf
1
M
m0
M

�
lZx

0
Z þ lYx

0
Y

�
(16c)

The coefficients lZ and lY account for the participation
of internal and interfacial sites in the configuration of cat-
alytic clusters. Their values may be a helpful tool to account
for the impact of terrace and edge surface atoms in the
cluster configurations.

Concerning the case of hexagonal lattice {111}, the
active-phase islands were modeled as flat normal hexa-
gons, each edge of which comprises (b) surface atoms of the
active metal. Accordingly, the potential initial number of
interfacial single sites N0

Y and that of internal single active
sites N0

Z is assessed as follows:

N0
Y ¼6b¼NcornerþNedge; Ncorner ¼6; Nedge ¼6b�6 (17a)

N0
Z ¼ N0 � N0

Y ¼
�
1:5

ffiffiffi
3

p
b2 � 6b

�
(17b)

The potential initial values of the selectivity parameters
x0Y, x

0
Z, and x0X can be estimated as follows:

x0Y ¼ N0
Y

.
N0

act ¼ 6b
.�

1:5
ffiffiffi
3

p �
b2 ¼

�
4
. ffiffiffi

3
p �.

bz2:3094=b

(18a)

x0Z ¼ N0
Z

.
N0

act ¼
n�

1:5
ffiffiffi
3

p �
b2 � 6b

o.�
1:5

ffiffiffi
3

p �
b2

¼ 1�
�
6=1:5

ffiffiffi
3

p �.
bz1� 2:3094=b (18b)
Table 1
Estimated population of active-phase islands and content of site types comprise
distance Mo-Mo ¼ 0.313 nm.

b Edge length
(nm)

Island area
(nm2)

Y0 Z0 Y0 þ Z0
Y0
Z0

L (islands/
cm2)

Inte
site

6 1.56 6.36 36 57 93 0.63 1.07 � 1013 0.62
10 2.82 20.62 60 200 260 0.3 0.38 � 1013 0.77
15 4.38 49.89 90 500 590 0.18 0.17 � 1013 0.85
20 5.95 91.89 120 923 1043 0.13 0.10 � 1013 0.88

b is the number of surface atoms of the active metal constituting an edge of act
along the active-phase island boundaries; Z0 is the initial number of single active s
of an active-phase island.
x0X ¼ N0
X

.
N0

actf
1
M
m0
M

�
gZx

0
Z þ gYx

�
Y

�
(18c)

The simulation calculations performed in concern of X-type
sites considered catalytic clusters constituted by two
(M ¼ 2), three (M ¼ 3), four (M ¼ 4), and six (M ¼ 6)
contiguous surface atoms, for values of b equal to 6, 10, 15,
and 20.
4.2. Size of active-phase islands and impact of distinct types
of sites

It follows from Eqs. (16a) and (18a) that smaller sizes of
the active-phase islands presuppose a higher contribution
of interface (Y-type) active sites. This is of importance in
view of their key role in facilitating certain reactions
[3,5,8,9,55e65]. Specifically, it is well acknowledged (see
e.g. [15,18,21,22]) that the coordinately unsaturated anion
vacancies which are clue participants in the hydrotreating
action of sulfide catalysts are preferentially located at the
crystallite edges. One or several edge vacancies are
instrumental for the adsorption conducing catalytic per-
formance. In this connection, it is relevant to the subject to
examine how the impact of the distinct types of sites is
related to the size of the active-phase islands. Tables 1e4
show the estimated distribution of active sites and kinds
of site comprised within active-phase islands depending on
the facets, island dimensions, and the active metal nature.
The island edge lengthwas assumed equal to the sum of the
distances between the neighboring constituent active
atoms. As a first approximation, these distances can be set
equal to the sum of the atomic-orbital radii of the active
surface atoms. The value of the number L of active-phase
islands per square centimeter was assessed as the ratio of
the number of active metal atoms per square centimeter
(assumed to be on the order of 1015) to the particular N0

value. As a case in point we have assessed the previously
noted characteristics relative to exemplary alumina-
supported catalysts such as sulfide Mo/Al2O3 whose pro-
moted forms are efficient in hydrodesulfurization and HDN
processes and Pt/Al2O3 catalysts widely applied in many
dehydrogenation, hydrogenolysis, isomerization, refining,
and other catalytic processes.

The assessments contained in the right two columns
have relevance to the potential “coke-free” zone sur-
rounding the active-phase islands under the event of coke
formation and will be interpreted in more detail in the next
section.
d within the active nanostructure: {111} lattice; sulfide catalyst Mo/Al2O3;

rnal
s per cm2

Interface sites
per cm2

Fraction of
island area (%)

Coke-free zone
width r0width (nm)

r0width

risland

� 1015 0.38 � 1015 68.05 0.76 0.486
� 1015 0.23 � 1015 79.29 1.21 0.430
� 1015 0.15 � 1015 85.41 1.83 0.418
� 1015 0.12 � 1015 88.43 2.32 0.3909

ive-phase island; Y0 is the initial number of interfacial active sites located
ites located inside the active-phase islands; and risland is the efficient radius



Table 2
Estimated population of active-phase islands and content of site types comprised within the active nanostructure: {100} lattice; sulfide catalyst Mo/Al2O3;
distance Mo-Mo ¼ 0.313 nm.

b Edge length
(nm)

Island area
(nm2)

Y0 Z0 Y0 þ Z0
Y0
Z0

L (islands/
cm2)

Internal
sites per cm2

Interface
sites per cm2

Fraction of
island area (%)

Coke-free zone
width r0width (nm)

r0width

risland

10 2.82 7.94 40 60 100 0.67 1.0 � 1013 0.60 � 1015 0.40 � 1015 79.36 0.86 0.6141
16 4.70 22.04 64 192 256 0.33 0.39 � 1013 0.75 � 1015 0.25 � 1015 86.10 1.35 0.5746
24 7.20 51.82 96 480 576 0.20 0.17 � 1013 0.83 � 1015 0.17 � 1015 89.97 1.99 0.5543
32 9.70 94.15 128 882 1010 0.14 0.10 � 1013 0.88 � 1015 0.12 � 1015 91.94 2.64 0.5443

b is the number of surface atoms of the active metal constituting an edge of active-phase island; Y0 is the initial number of interfacial active sites located
along the active-phase island boundaries; Z0 is the initial number of single active sites located inside the active-phase islands; and risland is the efficient radius
of an active-phase island.

Table 3
Estimated population of active-phase islands and content of site types comprised within the active nanostructure: {111} lattice; catalyst Pt/Al2O3; distance
Pt-Pt ¼ 0.245 nm.

b Edge length
(nm)

Island area
(nm2)

Y0 Z0 Y0 þ Z0
Y0
Z0

L (islands/
cm2)

Internal sites
per cm2

Interface sites
per cm2

Fraction of island
area (%)

Coke-free zone
width r0width (nm)

r0width

risland

6 1.22 3.90 36 57 93 0.63 1.07 � 1013 0.62 � 1015 0.38 � 1015 41.70 0.89 0.7272
10 2.20 12.63 60 200 260 0.30 0.38 � 1013 0.77 � 1015 0.23 � 1015 48.58 1.42 0.6435
15 3.43 30.56 90 500 590 0.18 0.17 � 1013 0.85 � 1015 0.15 � 1015 52.28 2.08 0.6072
20 4.66 56.30 120 923 1043 0.13 0.10 � 1013 0.88 � 1015 0.12 � 1015 54.18 2.75 0.590

b is the number of surface atoms of the active metal constituting an edge of active-phase island; Y0 is the initial number of interfacial active sites located
along the active-phase island boundaries; Z0 is the initial number of single active sites located inside the active-phase islands; and risland is the efficient radius
of an active-phase island.

Table 4
Estimated population of active-phase islands and content of site types comprised within the active nanostructure: {100} lattice; catalyst Pt/Al2O3; distance
Pt-Pt ¼ 0.245 nm.

b Edge length
(nm)

Island area
(nm2)

Y0 Z0 Y0 þ Z0
Y0
Z0

L (islands/
cm2)

Internal sites
per cm2

Interface sites
per cm2

Fraction of
island area (%)

Coke-free zone
width r0width (nm)

r0width

risland

10 2.20 4.86 40 60 100 0.67 1.0 � 1013 0.60 � 1015 0.40 � 1015 48.62 0.995 0.903
16 3.68 13.51 64 192 256 0.33 0.39 � 1013 0.75 � 1015 0.25 � 1015 52.75 1.558 0.847
24 5.64 31.75 96 480 576 0.20 0.17 � 1013 0.83 � 1015 0.17 � 1015 55.13 2.309 0.820
32 7.60 57.68 128 882 1010 0.14 0.10 � 1013 0.88 � 1015 0.12 � 1015 56.33 3.060 0.806

b is the number of surface atoms of the active metal constituting an edge of active-phase island; Y0 is the initial number of interfacial active sites located
along the active-phase island boundaries; Z0 is the initial number of single active sites located inside the active-phase islands; and risland is the efficient radius
of an active-phase island.
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4.3. Coke-free zone and coke tolerance effects

According to the hypothesis supported by some re-
searchers, in the initial phases of the process, the crys-
tallites of the dispersed active metal (which we define as
active-phase islands) are actually surrounded by a so-
called “annular cleared”, that is, coke-free zone [53] or a
zone of reduced carbon content [54]. It is believed that
such a zone is maintained because of the hydrogenation
activity of the peripheral active sites. Within this frame-
work, our model deals with the assumption that in the
initial phase of coking, before the critical amount of coke
deposit (Ccrit) is attained, coke precursors arise on cata-
lytic clusters (X-type sites), migrate aptly to the periphery,
and may either undergo rehydrogenation facilitated by
highly active interfacial sites or overlap onto the support,
causing the formation of a coke layer enclosing the active-
phase borders. If chances are for partial breaking the
process of coke build through rehydrogenation of coke
precursors or under any other influence of the operation
conditions, such a feasibility has to be considered by a
special term in the deactivation description. The concrete
forms of these dependencies are specific for each partic-
ular system. During this phase, the number of active sites
remains practically unchanged, and the so-called coke
tolerance effect is the reasonable consequence. Richard-
son et al. [53] suggested a relation linking the dimensions
of the annular zone with the size and density of active-
phase islands, and with the actual coke loading Cactual.
Expressed in the terms applied in the present study, this
relation takes the form

Cactual ¼ Ccrit
�
1� Lp

�
r2zone � r2island

��
(19)

where L denotes the number of active-phase islands per
unit catalyst surface; risland is the efficient radius of an
active-phase island; rzone is the distance between its con-
ventional center and the surrounding coke layer. Within
this framework, let us note by r0zone the width of the annular
zone surrounding the active-phase island in the start of the
process, at Cactual/0.

r0width ¼ r0zone � risland (20)
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�
1� Lpðr2zone � r2islandÞÞ ¼ 0 (21a)

By use of this relation, we can assess the initial value of the
initial distance r0zone as follows:

r0zone ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2island þ 1=pL

q
(21b)

Accordingly, we come to estimate the initial width of the
annular zone (r0width ¼ r0zone � risland) as

r0width ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2island þ 1=pL

q
� risland (22)

It follows from Eqs. (21b) and (22) that higher density (L) of
active-phase islands would result in smaller width of the
initial annular zone. The initial values of r0width assessed
from relation (22) with regard to active-phase islands of
structure and lattice facets referred previously are listed in
Tables 1e4. These estimations indicate as well that larger
dimensions of the active-phase islands would make for
larger potential width and area of the initial coke-free zone,
but at the same time, presuppose smaller relative differ-
ence between thewidth of the coke-free belt and the size of
the active-phase island (viz. the (r0width=risland) ratio).

In obedience to Eq. (19), in the course of coke build the
value of rzone follows the dependence:

rzone ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2island þ

Ccrit � Cactual

pLCcrit

s
(23)

Naturally, rzone and rwidth will be of maximal value in the
beginning whereas Cactual/0 and will decrease on
increasing of Cactual in the course of coke formation. It fol-
lows from Eqs. (19) and (23) that under the condition
(Ccrit � Cactual � 0) in the presence of coke, the actual width
of the annular zone can be estimated as

rwidth ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2island þ

Ccrit � Cactual

pLCcrit

s
� risland (24)

By using these relations, we can estimate the expected
shrink of the annular zone in the course of coke build.
Extending the hypothesis stated in Ref. [53], it can be
speculated that during this period of the process, regardless
of “shrinking” the width of the coke-free zone, the coke
tolerance effect will be still in action. The stepwise function
fthðNcÞ introduced in Eq. (3) actually provides that the
number of active sites will remain constant until the coke
deposits attain the critical amount. Naturally, the width of
the coke-free zone rwidth will reach zero, and the annular
zone will be abolished when the deposited coke amount
Cactual attains the critical value (Ccrit). The expected logical
effect is a start of the coke-caused catalyst deactivation, as
frequently observed.
Fig. 1. Coke-caused decrease in the probabilities for formation of catalytic
clusters configured by M properly located active metal surface atoms on
crystals having {111} face lattice.
4.4. Coke-caused changes in the activity of diverse types of
sites

At modeling the blockage-caused loss of active sites
when poisoning or coke formation is realized inside the
active-phase island. We represent the changes on the
catalyst surface in terms of finite differences to account for
the stepwise character of coke build:

�DNZ ¼ kZ DNc fat Nc >Ncrit
c g (25a)

�DNY ¼ kY DNc fat Nc >Ncrit
c g (25b)

The scheme of simulating the coke-caused alteration of
the catalyst activity for structure-sensitive reactions con-
siders the actual values of the probability factor mM and its
changes reasoned by coke build:

�DNX ¼ kX
1
M

�
mM

DN
DNc

þ N
DmM

DNc

�
DNc fat Nc >Ncrit

c g

(25c)

The curves plotted in Fig. 1 show patterns of simulation
results calculated based on Eq. (25c) and illustrate the
coke-caused drop of the probability function mM specifying
the actual chances for occurrence of six-, three-, and two-
centered catalytic clusters (viz. M ¼ 6, M ¼ 3, and M ¼ 2).

As can be judged from these plots, the probabilities for
occurrence of catalytic clusters appreciably decrease in the
first stages of coking, more pronouncedly for catalytic
clusters containing larger number of surface atoms. These
results are in support of our understanding that the effi-
ciency of a multiple site may be terminated even if one of
its constituents is affected. Furthermore, our previous
probabilistic calculus analysis [46] has shown that the
active metal surface atoms, which are adjacent to blocked
sites, are of reduced capability to construct cluster config-
urations. These effects are more pronounced for clusters
containing larger number of constituents. Effectively, this
may bring to surface reconstruction of the active-phase
island resulting in reducing or terminating the action of
multicentered active sites. The remainder of unblocked
constituents of the deactivated catalytic clusters may
continue in turn their action either facilitating structure-
insensitive interactions or as constituents of smaller cata-
lytic clusters. Consequently, relative increase in the



Fig. 2. Simulated patterns of coke-caused changes of the xk parameters
influencing the selectivity: (- - -) - toward structure-insensitive reactions;
(d) e toward structure-sensitive reactions facilitated by catalytic clusters
configured byM properly located active metal atoms for the case of the {111}
lattice.
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population of single active sites and/or the population of
smaller catalytic clusters may be expected.

The important inference from these results is that the
process selectivity may be estimably modified in the course
of coke building, to the damage of structure-sensitive
pathways. It can be expected that coke formation also
will be retarded because it is a structure-sensitive reaction.

Next, it is important to pay attention to some effects
following from deteriorating or shielding the action of
interfacial sites at abolishing the annular zone. As the coke
formations reach the borders of an active-phase island, first
the interfacial sites become vulnerable. The consequences
are essential for the selectivity of processes for which
interfacial sites play a key role. As recognized, the reaction
networks of many hydrotreatment processes on supported
sulfide catalysts involve routes requiring multicentered
adsorption realized through the interaction of poly-
aromatic molecules with anion vacancies located pre-
dominantly at the island edges and corners. The surface
intermediates formed may give rise to either hydrogena-
tion or hydrogenolysis routes, depending on the mode of
the adsorption realized. The vertical (perpendicular to the
basal catalyst planes, “end-on”) form of adsorption is
associated with the valley-shaped sites comprising one
edge anion vacancy and one or more adjacent basal-plane
vacancies [21]. The parallel (flatwise, “side-on”) adsorp-
tion is considered [18,66] to proceed on complex active
sites involving several edge vacancies. Hence, it appears
that the availability of properly located edge vacancies is of
key importance for the mode of adsorption and thus
selectivity. According to the hypothesis of Perot [22], in case
some of the vacancies constituting a given configuration
come out of action, this will either bring to a breakdown of
the center complex or the latter will be transformed into a
complex comprising a smaller number of properly located
sites. Hence, the disruption of interfacial anion vacancies
may reduce the amount of center complexes appropriate
for flatwise adsorption or transform them into valley-
shaped anion sites, which will result in increasing the
impact of vertically adsorbed intermediates. Our results
reported in the next section focus on some potential
consequences.
4.5. Related selectivity effects

The results obtained for the probabilistic forecast of the
actual number of the active sites of diverse types served to
estimate the selectivity parameters xz, xY, and xX as func-
tions of NZ, NY, and NX as specified by Eq. (10).

The solid curves in Fig. 2 show the prognosticated
variation in the selectivity parameter xX for structure-
sensitive reactions facilitated by six-, four-, three-, and
two-centered ensembles (viz. M ¼ 6, M ¼ 4, M ¼ 3, and
M¼ 2) on {111} facets in the course of progressing coking of
active sites. We substantiated in Section 2 the correctness
of incorporating suchlike parameters in the equations
assessing the selectivity of processes involving structure-
sensitive routes (see Eqs. (10e12)). The dashed curves on
the plots show the selectivity parameters corresponding to
the concurrent structure-insensitive reaction.
These results indicate that when structure-insensitive
and structure-sensitive reactions occur concurrently on
catalysts with dispersed active phase, the selectivity toward
structure-sensitive reactions determined by use of relation
(11)would be lower than that determined on the grounds of
the reaction conditions over indiscrete active-phase struc-
ture. Actually, the physical sense of this relation is associ-
atedwith the fact that the nanosized structure of the active-
phase islands induces restrictions for the chances of
occurrence of the catalytic clusters facilitating the perfor-
mance of structure-sensitive reactions. The effect gains in
magnitude in the course of coke build, in accordance with
the drop of the population of proper catalytic clusters.
Naturally, the selectivity parameters relevant to the
structure-insensitive reactions increase correspondingly.

The simulation results indicate that the selectivity
parameter values may be estimably lower at larger number
of the constituents configuring the catalytic clusters.
Consequently, it is possible to expect, by virtue of steric
reasons, different selectivity patterns in the case of com-
plex processes involving more than one structure-sensitive
reaction, which are facilitated by catalytic clusters config-
ured by different number of active metal surface atoms.
Hence, if a given process involves structure-sensitive
routes, which are facilitated by catalytic clusters including
different number of active metal surface atoms, the selec-
tivity may come influenced by steric factors. These results
manifest the role of the steric restrictions for availability of
complex active sites on nanostructured catalysts and the
associated influence on the selectivity functions.

The development of the structure-sensitive pathways
may depend on the mode of feasible adsorption configu-
rations. By way of example, let us consider a catalytic
process occurring on a multifunctional catalyst, the active
phase of which is dispersed on the support as nanosized
islands. Let us consider two basic routes of the process: a
route proceeding via two-centered surface intermediates
(noted by the index of two relevant variables) and a route



Fig. 3. Changes in the selectivity of complex process involving concurrent
routes facilitated by two-centered (dashed lines) and six-centered (solid
lines) catalytic clusters; b is the number of surface atoms of the active metal
constituting an edge of active-phase island. The initial rate of the sextet-
catalyzed reaction is assumed to be twofold higher than the initial rate of
the doublet-catalyzed reaction.
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proceeding via six-centered surface intermediates (noted
by the index of six relevant variables). Such a scheme cor-
responds, for instance, to the reaction network of HDN of
quinoline (Q) at thermodynamic equilibrium with 1.4-tet-
rahydroquinoline (TQ-14) on supported sulfide catalysts,
which is frequently explored as a conventional model sys-
tem. It is well known (see, e.g., Refs. [16,18e25]) that the
hydrogenation and CeN bond scission paths in the network
of this process occur on different types of active sites: anion
vacancies associatedwith the exposedmetal cations, which
appear naturally located on the edges and corners of the
active-phase crystallites, and Brønsted acid sites donating
proton, more readily to the heteroring because of its higher
electronic density [22]. It is widely recognized that the
hydrogenation of the aromatic rings takes place via planar
adsorption requiring six properly located anion vacancies
[18,38,39]. Within the frames of our model, we present
these ensembles as six-centered catalytic clusters, which
involve six properly configured interfacial sites. Besides,
vertical adsorption of the reacting molecule can be realized
in the so-called valley-shaped sites, involving one edge
vacancy and one or more adjacent basal-plane sites, which
may favor direct NeC(sp2) bond cleavage [16,18]. We pre-
sent this configuration as a two-centered catalytic cluster.
The commonly supposed adsorption configurations of TQ-
14 are (1) the vertical form involving a doublet bond be-
tween the lone electron pair of the N heteroatom with a
valley-shaped site on the catalyst surface, and (2) the flat-
wise form occurring via planar adsorption of the aromatic
ring through its p-electrons [16,21,24]. Thus TQ-14 may
either form a two-centered intermediate vertically adsor-
bed through the lone electronic pair of the N atom (path “2”
proceeding with rate r2) or undergo flatwise adsorption
requiring interaction of the electron cloud of the aromatic
ring with six properly configured edge sites (path “6”
proceeding with rate r6). Route 2 is more beneficial,
because it requires lower hydrogen consumption, and the
products are of higher octane number, but route 6,
although sterically hindered, is predominant inasmuch as
the sp2 bonding between the N and the aromatic-type C
atom of the heteroring is stronger than the aliphatic-type
sp3 CeH bonding. According to data of Refs. [36,67,68],
the ratio (r6/r2) varies from 10.4 to 1.65 at 350 �C and from
4.44 to 1.4 at 375 �C.

Provided the process is realized on catalysts of nano-
sized active-phase structure, the selectivity description
should take into account, along with the participation of
several types of active sites, the chances xX2 and xX6 for
availability and contribution, respectively, of two-centered
and six-centered catalytic clusters. These chances deter-
mine the values of the (a2xX2) and (a6xX6) factums (see Eq.
(6)). Thus we get

S2 ¼ r2
r2 þ r6

¼ r02
�
Pj; T

�
a2xX2

r02
�
Pj; T

�
a2xX2 þ r06

�
Pj; T

�
a6xX6

¼ 1

1þ
�

r06ðPj ;TÞ
r0
2ðPj ;TÞ

�n
a6xX6
a2xX2

o (26)
S6 ¼ r6
r2 þ r6

¼ r06
�
Pj; T

�
a6xX6

r02
�
Pj; T

�
a2xX2 þ r06

�
Pj; T

�
a6xX6

¼ 1

1þ
�

r02ðPj ;TÞ
r06ðPj ;TÞ

�n
a2xX2
a6xX6

o (27)

We can assume that under conditions of catalyst deac-
tivation, both the initial rates r02 and r06 (and consequently
their ratio) remain unchanged, because they appear as
functions of concentrations and temperature. Conversely,
the terms ða2xX2Þ and ða6xX6Þ depend on the probability
functions for availability of two-site or six-site ensembles
on the active-phase islands comprising finite number of
active metal atoms. The physical sense of this statement is
that ða2xX2Þ and ða6xX6Þ actually depend on the surface
structure of the active-phase islands, and therefore, may
change in the course of surface reconstruction induced by
increasing the number Nc of coke-blocked metal atoms. In
the general case the (a2xX2) and (a6xX6) terms will evolve in
different modes in the course of coke formation. Naturally,
in the case of nanostructured active phase, the changes
which (a2xX2) and (a6xX6) undergo depend on the efficient
size of the active-phase islands and on the fraction of coked
sites. Accordingly, induced selectivity changes may be
expected.

The plots in Figs. 3 and 4 show the changes in the model
selectivity functions S2 and S6 (corresponding, respectively,
to the routes 2 and 6 designated subsequently) calculated
in accordancewith Eqs. (26) and (27) under the assumption
that r06 ¼ 2r02 (Fig. 3) or r06 ¼ 1:5r02 (Fig. 4). The assumed
relations are near to some of the data relations (see, e.g.
Refs. [36,67,68]) in concern of the reactions conversion of
TQ-14 into OPA (ortho-propyl aniline) and hydrogenation
of TQ-14 to DHQ (decahydroquinoline):



Fig. 4. Changes in the selectivity of complex process involving concurrent
routes facilitated by two-centered (dashed lines) and six-centered (solid
lines) catalytic clusters; b is the number of surface atoms of the active metal
constituting an edge of active-phase island. The initial rate of the sextet-
catalyzed reaction is assumed to be 1.5-fold higher than the initial rate of
the doublet-catalyzed reaction.
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TQ-14/ OPA (route 2 proceeding at rate r2 with selectivity
S2)
TQ-14 / DHQ (route 6 proceeding at rate r6 with selec-
tivity S6)

It is to be recalled that the flatwise adsorption requires
complex sites involving several edge vacancies [18,66],
whereas the vertical adsorption generally requires one
edge anion in combination with adjacent basal-plane va-
cancies [21]. Hence, the active ensembles, which enable the
adsorption resulting in six-centered intermediates, are
muchmore vulnerable to the action of coking. The blockage
of any constituent may deactivate the whole complex. In
the event of nanostructured active phase presupposing
finite number of the edge sites, the aforementioned dis-
ruptions may appreciably hamper the associated reaction
routes. At the same time, part of the remaining unblocked
constituents of the eliminated sextet complexes may
reconstruct into doublet catalytic clusters giving rise to
vertical adsorption. This may bring change in the overall
selectivity.

The calculations were performed under the following
assumptions: (1) the coke precursors arise from surface
intermediates strongly adsorbed on six-centered catalytic
clusters; (2) {111} crystallographic lattice; (3) the active-
phase islands are of hexagonal shape, each edge of which
comprises 10, 15, or 20 single peripheral sites. As can be
seen from the plots, initially the selectivity toward the
more rapid reaction proceeding via six-centered flatwise
adsorbed intermediates is higher. In the course of coke
formation, because of drop of the probability for flatwise
adsorption, the selectivity toward the reaction requiring
horizontally adsorbed surface intermediate (case in point
the hydrogenation {TQ-14/ DHQ} route) may appreciably
decrease. At the same time, chances are that some of the
vacancies formerly constituting the deteriorated six-
centered configurations will be engaged in additional
valley-shaped sites [22], thus increasing the selectivity for
the reaction realized via vertically adsorbed surface in-
termediates (e.g., the hydrogenolysis route {TQ-14 /

OPA}). Such a speculation is in accord with the aforemen-
tioned concept stated in Ref. [22], inasmuch as route 6 {TQ-
14/ DHQ} proceeds via planar adsorption of the aromatic
ring of TQ-14 onto an ensemble of several edge sites,
whereas route 2 proceeds through bonding of the free
electron pair of the TQ-14 heterocycle with a valley-shaped
site, requiring a smaller number of edge vacancies.

Taking into consideration the assumption that the coke
precursors arise on the account of flatly adsorbed multi-
centered surface intermediates, it follows that coke forma-
tion will have the retarding effect on its own rate. It is thus
natural for a process to come to a point at which the rate of
coke building will become negligible. In that case, the rates
of the different reaction routes may turn stationary and
accordingly the resulting selectivity will remain constant.
These considerations are in accord with the apparent shape
of the simulated selectivity curves. As is seen, initially the
selectivity toward the route facilitated by six-centered con-
figurations falls down; in contrast, the selectivity for the
route requiring two-centered adsorption forms increases.
When the number of coked sites attains a given threshold
value, supposedly coinciding with the coke amount causing
break of the coke-formation rate, the selectivity curves level
off. Naturally, the resultant steady levels of the particular
selectivity curves depend on a variety of factors, including
the initial values of the selectivity functions.

Case in point appears the steady levels of the selectivity
curves shown in Figs. 3 and 4. As mentioned previously, the
simulated selectivity curves in Fig. 3 are attributed to the
initial condition r06 ¼ 2r02, whereas those in Fig. 4 are
attributed to the case r06 ¼ 1:5r02. The latter case demon-
strates the possibility of the induced surfaceestructure
changes resulting from the reconstruction of the rest of
unblocked sites to bring a shift in the overall process
selectivity in favor of a route initially with inferior rate.

The interpretation of these results indicates about a
beneficial potentiality. When the process is carried out on
catalysts with dispersed active phase, the coke build may
result in lowering the selectivity for reactions facilitated
by larger catalytic clusters against reciprocal increase in
the selectivity for the reaction facilitated by smaller en-
sembles. Moreover, under certain conditions, these effects
may bring about a shift in the process selectivity. In the
exemplary case considered, such a shift would be benefi-
cial, because it would result in raising the impact of the
more profitable hydrogenolysis route {TQ-14 / OPA}. As
the case may be, an advantageous shift in the selectivity
pattern may be achieved as well by appropriate active-
phase dispersion. It is appropriate to recall that the
aforementioned results have been obtained by introducing
in the selectivity functions the specific parameters xk (xX2
and xX6 in the instant case), which account for the chances
for different modes of adsorption responsible for facili-
tating different reaction routes. This is of special impor-
tance for heterogeneous catalysts with nanostructured
active phase because of the finite number of active surface
atoms, which may contribute to one or another key form
of adsorption.
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These developments manifest feasible still not explored
additional resources for improving the process selectivity
through a proper design of the active-phase dispersion over
the support of multifunctional catalysts. Appropriate sizes
of the active-phase islands may turn out instrumental for
improving the selectivity toward the more beneficial re-
action route.

In that regard, it is appropriate to note that some of the
last Gault's works [7e9] deal with similar matter. On
exploring the mechanism of isomerization, hydrogenolysis,
and reforming reactions of hydrocarbons over alumina-
supported Pt catalysts, the occurrence of “selective” and
“nonselective” mechanisms has been specified and their
impact linked to the sizes of the active metal crystallites. In
Refs. [8,9] convincing evidence was reported, based on
investigating the reaction performance over six Pt catalysts
with mean crystallite size varying in the range 1e20 nm,
that the selective mechanism occurs on crystallites larger
than 2.5 nm.

5. Conclusions

Following the adduced arguments that the selectivity of
processes occurring over multifunctional catalysts may
substantially depend on the input of the different types of
active sites facilitating different reaction routes, we suggest
to include in the selectivity description of such processes
specific parameters reflecting the contribution of the
distinct types of active site. The introduction of such pa-
rameters is especially important when nanostructured
catalyst surface is concerned, as far steric factors may in-
fluence the efficiency of complex active sites facilitating
structure-sensitive routes. Accordingly, we introduce spe-
cific parameters designated to account for the share of in-
ternal sites, interface sites, and catalytic clusters in the
catalytic performance. The simulation results imply that,
when the active phase is dispersed as nanosized islands on
the catalyst surface, the selectivity toward structure-
sensitive reactions would be lower than that determined
by the reaction conditions over catalysts of indiscrete
active-phase structure. More pronounced sterically
induced influence on the selectivity is to be expected at
larger number of the multisite constituents. Assessments
grounded on the developed model link the dimensions of
the active-phase islands to (1) the selectivity toward
structure-sensitive reactions; (2) the feasible orientation of
adsorbed surface intermediates, which may be determi-
native for different reaction routes and hence selectivity of
complex processes; (3) the initial width of the potential
coke-free zones implementing coke tolerance stages. The
effects gain in magnitude in the course of coke build,
because the drop of the population of proper catalytic
clusters may reduce the process selectivity toward
structure-sensitive pathways. In view of the foregoing,
incorporation of the suggested parameters appears
instrumental for considering the additional factors influ-
encing the selectivity of processes over multifunctional
catalysts. Specifically, it may turn helpful to estimate the
active-phase dispersion optimal for selectivity. This study
manifests feasible still not explored additional resources for
improving the process selectivity through proper design of
the active-phase dispersion over the support of multi-
functional catalysts.
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